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17800 AUTOMOBILE PARTS GROUP: Articles consist of Automobile Parts or 
Accessories, see Note, item 17802, as described in items subject to this 
grouping. 
 

 

17870 Assemblies, Devices or Fixtures,   lighting, with or without lamps (bulbs);   
or Parts thereof,   NOI, including   Lenses or Reflectors;   in boxes or 
Packages 1288 or 2191, subject to Items 170 and 171 and having a density 
in pounds per cubic foot of: 

 

Sub 1 Less than 1 400 

Sub 2 1 but less than 2 300 

Sub 3 2 but less than 4 250 

Sub 4 4 but less than 6 150 

Sub 5 6 but less than 8 125 

Sub 6 8 but less than 10 100 

Sub 7 10 but less than 12 92.5 

Sub 8 12 but less than 15 85 

Sub 9 15 or greater 70 

 
 

 

17880 Axle Housings,   iron, unfinished 55 

17900 Axle Shafts 60 

17920 Axles,   automobile or trailer:  

Sub 1 With external or internal attachments or movable parts:  

Sub 2 Loose 100 

Sub 3 In packages or on skids 85 

Sub 4 Without external or internal attachments or movable parts 55 

   
17950 Ball-Studs,   steering gear linkage or front suspension, iron or steel, in 

packages 
70 

17955 Bars,   roll, metal, with or without protective padding attached:  

Sub 1 SU, with braces attached, not interlaced, loose or in packages 300 

Sub 2 SU, with braces attached, two or more interlaced, in packages, or braced 
and racked in vehicle 

150 

Sub 3 SU, without braces; or KD, with braces removed and secured to bar or in 
same package with bar 

150 

Sub 4 Completely disassembled, see Note, item 17956, in boxes 100 
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17956 NOTE-Applies on roll bars with side vertical supports and braces removed 

from horizontal cross bar. 
 

17960 Beams,   bogie or walking, with or without saddles, on skids or in bundles 70 

17980 Boards,   floor or toe, wood, in packages:  

Sub 1 Trimmed 70 

Sub 2 Not trimmed 55 

   
18060 Bodies,   freight or passenger, other than plastic, see Note, item 18061, in 

boxes or crates: 
 

Sub 1 SU, height of package, see Note, item 18062:  

Sub 2 Over 54 inches 250 

Sub 3 Over 44 inches but not over 54 inches 200 

Sub 4 Over 34 inches but not over 44 inches 150 

Sub 5 Not over 34 inches 100 

Sub 6 KD flat 100 

   
18061 NOTE-Does not apply on steel tilting-type dumping boxes for mounting in 

conventional freight automobile bodies. See item 18320 for applicable 
provisions. 

 

18062 NOTE-The height measurement of the package is to be taken with body in 
its natural upright position. 

 

   
18130 Bodies,   freight or passenger, plastic, NOI, with or without fenders, tops or 

other parts, in crates: 
 

Sub 1 SU, not nested 400 

Sub 2 KD or nested 300 

   
18133 Bodies,   freight or passenger, plastic, with integral steel frame, SU, in 

crates, height of package not exceeding 42 inches, see Note, item 18062. 
200 

18200 Body Panels,   fiberboard, with leather, artificial leather, plastic or cloth 
covering, in boxes or crates 

85 

18220 Body Panels,   fiberboard, not covered, see Note, item 18222, in packages 70 

18222 NOTE-Applies only when panels have 'cut-outs' or are of shape other than 
rectangular. Rectangular shapes without 'cut-outs' will be classed as 
fiberboard from which they are cut. 
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18260 Body Parts; Parts; or Trim; viz.: 

Body Parts,   NOI, see Notes, items 18262, 18265 and 18266; 

Brush Guards, Grille Guards, Bull Bars or Push Bars,   separate or combined 
with bumpers; 

Bumpers or Bumper Fittings,   NOI, plastic, front or rear end protection; 

Driving Gear or Steering Gear Parts,   NOI; 

Frames or Holders,   automobile license plate or personal identification 
plate, plastic, with or without fasteners; 

Louvers,   air conditioning, heating or ventilating; 

Parts,   NOI, see Notes, items 18262, 18265 and 18266; 

Pickup Truck Bed Liners,   molded plastic; 

Repair Panels,   NOI, see Note, item 18267; 

Running Boards,   NOI, with or without splash guards, step plates or lights;  

 

Trim,   body, fender, front end, rear end or roof, see Notes, items 18262, 
18265 and 18266; Wheel Covers, Trim Rings or Rims, or Hubcaps,   other 
than grease caps; In packages, subject to Items 170 and 171 and having a 
density in pounds per cubic foot of: 

 

Sub 1 Less than 1 400 

Sub 2 1 but less than 2 300 

Sub 3 2 but less than 4 250 

Sub 4 4 but less than 6 150 

Sub 5 6 but less than 8 125 

Sub 6 8 but less than 10 100 

Sub 7 10 but less than 12 92.5 

Sub 8 12 but less than 15 85 

Sub 9 15 but less than 22.5 70 

Sub 22.5 but less than 30 65 
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10 

Sub 
11 

30 or greater 
60 

   
18262 NOTE-Also applies when parts or trim have weatherstripping, sound or 

shock absorbing or deadening material, or gaskets or similar material 
attached. 

 

18265 NOTE-Applies on parts or trim, whether for interior or exterior installation 
and whether constituting a structural part of the body or constituting a part 
of the body interior furnishing or equipment. 

 

18266 NOTE-Does not apply on: cellular, expanded or foam plastic or rubber 
insulation; pads or padding; carpets or carpeting; or tanks. 

 

18267 NOTE-The term 'repair panels' embraces panels or patches such as 
headlight patches, dog legs, fender or body skins, or roof patches and 
applies only when formed from one piece of metal not finish painted and 
not suitable for use as original assembly parts. 

 

18285 Body Sections,   NOI;   Bodies; Body Sections   combined with hoods, 
fenders, rear decks, radiators or other automobile parts;   or Hoods, 
Fenders, Rear Decks or Radiators combined,   or combined with other 
automobile parts; used, having value for reconditioning or surface 
refinishing and reuse, prepaid, loose or in packages 

250 

18320 Boxes,   dumping, tilting type, steel, with dumping device, see Note, item 
18322, in crates 

150 

18322 NOTE-Applies on dumping boxes for mounting in conventional freight 
automobile bodies to provide dumping or tilting unloading capabilities. 

 

   
18350 Brackets or Carriers,   spare tire or wheel, steel:  

Sub 1 Completely disassembled, KD flat, in boxes 60 

Sub 2 NOI, in packages 70 

 
 

 

18380 Brake Drums or Disc Brake Rotors,   machined, see Note, item 18384, in 
packages 

60 

18384 NOTE-Also applies when drums or rotors have hubs, with or without 
bearing races attached, with or without wheel mounting studs attached, 
but not when drums or rotors have other attachments. 

 

18387 Brake Shoes or Disc Brake Pads,   vehicle wheel, unlined, in bulk in boxes 60 

18390 Brakes or Brake Shoes,   vehicle wheel;   or Parts,   vehicle wheel brake, 65 
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other than plastic; used, having value only for reconditioning or refacing of 
steel components, see Note, item 18391, prepaid, in packages 

18391 NOTE-Applies only when the articles are used, and have value not 
exceeding the value for reconditioning and only when described at time of 
shipment on shipping orders and bills of lading as 'used brakes or brake 
shoes' or 'used vehicle wheel brake parts' as the case may be. Used vehicle 
wheel brakes, brake shoes or parts which have been reconditioned or 
rebuilt in any way will be classified under the specific classification item as 
new. 

 

18400 Brakes, Brake Shoes or Disc Brake Pads,   vehicle wheel, lined;   Brake Shoe 
Cams; or Vehicle Wheel Brake Parts,   NOI, other than plastic; in packages 

70 

18405 Bumper Fittings,   iron or steel, other than plated, see Note, item 18407, in 
packages 

65 

18407 NOTE-Applies on fittings used to brace or attach bumpers to the vehicle.  

18410 Bumpers,   front or rear end protection, metal, used, not reconditioned, 
having value for reconditioning or salvaging, prepaid, loose 

60 

18419 NOTE-Density must be shown by shipper on shipping orders and bills of 
lading at time of shipment. If density is not shown and shipment is 
inadvertently accepted, class will initially be assessed under the provisions 
of item 18420, sub 3, for 'Bumpers or Bumper Fittings, NOI, front or rear 
end protection: Steel: NOI.' Upon satisfactory proof of actual density, class 
will be adjusted accordingly. 

 

   
18420 Bumpers or Bumper Fittings,   NOI, front or rear end protection, with or 

without hitch plates, step plates or built-in lighting fixtures, see Note, item 
18421, in packages: 

 

Sub 1 Aluminum 175 

Sub 2 Steel:  

Sub 3 NOI 175 

Sub 4 
Density of 22.5 pounds or greater per cubic foot, see Note, item 18419 

65 

   
18421 NOTE-Also applies on bumpers, bumper fittings or bumper guards 

equipped with rubber strips or rubber end protectors. Bumpers equipped 
with hitch plates or step plates may be shipped with hitch balls. 

 

18423 Bumpers or Stops,   plastic or rubber, other than cellular, expanded or 
foam plastic or rubber, combined or not combined with steel, see Note, 
item 18424, in packages 

70 
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18424 NOTE-Applies on bumpers or stops such as for limiting the travel of, or 
preventing metal-to-metal contact of, suspension or drive train members, 
doors, windows, hoods, deck lids, or clutch or brake pedals. Does not apply 
on vehicle front or rear impact absorbing bumpers or on parts of such 
bumpers. 

 

18425 Canister,   fuel vapor storage, filled with activated carbon, in boxes 85 

18430 Carpet or Rug Cushioning or Lining,   felted fiber in molded or preformed 
shapes, other than flat goods cut to configuration, in packages 

250 

18432 Carriers or Racks,   luggage, automobile top, NOI, other than molded 
plastic, with or without attaching or lashing fittings: 

 

Sub 1 Bar type, see Note, item 18433, in packages 70 

Sub 2 Other than bar type, in packages:  

Sub 3 SU 200 

Sub 4 KD 70 

 
 

 

18433 NOTE-Luggage carriers of the bar type consist of two or more bars 
equipped with mounting devices and are designed to be fastened parallel 
on the automobile top without connecting members between the bars. 

 

18435 Channels, Division Bars or Weatherstrip,   automobile glass run, see Note, 
item 18437, in packages 

65 

18436 Carriers or Storage Containers,   luggage or utility, automobile or 
recreational vehicle top, molded plastic: 

 

Sub 1 SU, in packages 250 

Sub 2 
Taken apart, tops inverted and placed within bottoms, in wrapped packages 

250 

 
 

 

18437 NOTE-Applies only on devices composed of metal, plastic or rubber, other 
than cellular, expanded or foam plastic or rubber, separate or combined or 
combined with fabric, which function as guides or track and provide 
weather protection for movable windows, whether shipped in stock lengths 
or in sizes ready for installation. 

 

18440 Clips,   hubcap retaining, steel, in boxes or drums 70 

18445 Compressors,   air, freight automobile air brake system, iron or steel, in 
boxes or Package 2328 

70 

18450 Containers,   other than bag type, windshield washer liquid, plastic or 
rubber, with or without attachments or installation fittings of same or other 
materials, in boxes: 
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Sub 1 Not nested 200 

Sub 2 Nested  

 
 

 

18455 Covering,   floor:  

Sub 1 Soft surface (pile) fabric combined with carpet cushioning or lining, in 
preformed, set, contour-conforming shapes, other than flat, in packages 

150 

Sub 2 Plastic or rubber, other than cellular, expanded or foam plastic or foam 
rubber, with backing or partial backing of felted fibers other than felt paper, 
in packages 

70 

   
18460 Covers,   hood, radiator, spring, steering wheel, tire or top, artificial leather, 

cloth, fiber, oilcloth or rubber, in boxes or wrapped in fiberboard 
100 

18462 Covers,   seat, in boxes, subject to Item 170 and having a density in pounds 
per cubic foot of: 

 

Sub 1 Less than 8 200 

Sub 2 8 or greater 100 

 
 

 

18465 Cradles or Supports,   motor bus engine, iron or steel, on pallets 150 

18490 Cylinders,   steel, propane or butane gas system, other than coppered or 
nickeled, mounted on steel racks, including necessary valves, regulators, 
tubing and fittings 

92.5 

18494 Devices,   steering assist, hydraulic shock absorber type, iron or steel, other 
than power steering components, with or without mounting brackets, see 
Note, item 18498, in boxes 

70 

18495 Devices,   smog control, internal combustion engine crankcase, in boxes 85 

18498 NOTE-Applies only on devices consisting of a double action hydraulic 
cylinder with mechanical assist designed to be mounted between the axle 
and tie rod. 

 

18520 Doors,   truck or passenger car, exterior, NOI, including   Rear Deck Lids or 
Tailgates,   see Note, item 18262: 

 

Sub 1 Loose, see Note, item 18524 200 

Sub 2 In boxes, crates or Packages 2168 or 2169 150 

   
18524 NOTE-Loose provisions only apply on doors or rear deck lids not glazed, 

covered with not to exceed one coat of protective coating or prime coating, 
without handles, trim or other external attachments. 

 

18540 Driveshafts (Propeller Shafts):  
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Sub 1 Without universal joints, with or without yokes 60 

Sub 2 With universal joints 85 

   
18600 Engine Bonnets or Hoods,   metal, NOI, with or without integral fenders, in 

boxes, crates or Package 2170 
250 

18640 Fans and Ventilators combined,   electric, vehicle roof or wall, with dome 
cover and mounting curb, in boxes 

125 

18650 Fenders; Engine Bonnets or Hoods; or Body Sections,   consisting of hoods, 
cowls or rear decks combined with fenders, fender sections or roofs, with 
or without other parts; plastic or plastic combined with other materials, in 
boxes or crates 

300 

18660 Fenders,   metal, in boxes, crates or Packages 886 or 2171:  

Sub 1 Further finished than as described in sub 2 250 

Sub 2 Without finish or prime or primed with one coat only 200 

   
18700 Fillers,   arm rest, sponge rubber, in packages 85 

18720 Forms,   armrest, iron or steel, not finish painted nor covered, in boxes or 
crates 

70 

18740 Frames or Holders,   automobile license plate or personal identification 
plate, cast zinc, with or without fasteners, in boxes 

60 

18760 Front Wheel Suspensions:  

Sub 1 Loose 100 

Sub 2 In packages 85 

   
18780 Gear Frame Side or Cross Bars:  

Sub 1 Aluminum 70 

Sub 2 Iron or steel 55 

   
18820 Handles,   window regulator or door, with or without locks, in boxes or 

drums: 
 

Sub 1 Iron or steel 70 

Sub 2 Other than iron, steel or cast zinc 77.5 

   
18840 Headrests,   consisting of cellular or expanded plastic or rubber pad or 

cushion and steel supporting framework, with or without mounting 
brackets, in boxes or crates, subject to Item 170 and having a density in 
pounds per cubic foot of: 
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Sub 1 Less than 6 200 

Sub 2 6 or greater 110 

 
 

 

18850 Heaters,   including   Windshield Heaters,   air,   or Air Conditioners,   see 
Note, item 18852, separate or combined,   or Parts thereof,   NOI, other 
than duct, hose, louvers, plenum chambers or housings; in boxes, crates, 
drums or Package 272 

85 

18852 NOTE-Also applies on accompanying articles necessary for installation and 
function. 

 

18855 Holders,   mud flap, fender guard or shield, freight truck or trailer, metal, in 
box 

 

18870 Hubs,   iron or steel, with or without bearings, in packages 70 

18895 Inserts or Modules,   prisoner transport, metal, see Note, item 18896, in 
packages 

250 

18896 NOTE-Provisions apply on inserts or modules designed to be installed in 
vans for the purpose of transporting individuals in a secure manner. Inserts 
or modules may be equipped with ventilation equipment, lights or other 
accessories. 

 

18900 Instrument Panel Assemblies,   see Note, item 18902, in boxes or securely 
fastened to elevating truck platforms, lift truck skids or pallets 

100 

18902 NOTE-Applies only on assemblies consisting of instruments, gauges or 
engine condition indicating lights mounted in panels. 

 

18920 Kingbolts or Kingpins,   in boxes; also tractor-trailer coupler kingbolts or 
kingpins, in bags 

70 

18940 Kits,   automobile tail or exhaust pipe repair, see Note, item 18942, in boxes 55 

18942 NOTE-Applies only on straight pipe in lengths not exceeding 20 inches, and 
complement of clamps for fastening. 

 

18950 Kits,   body patch, top repair or pneumatic tire cleaning or repair, in boxes 
or drums 

70 

18960 Kits,   speed or cruise control, in packages 100 

19010 License Plate Fasteners,   in boxes 85 

19020 Lifters or Stiffeners,   automobile spring load, cast aluminum, see Note, 
item 19022, in boxes 

70 

19022 NOTE-Applies only on one-piece cast aluminum devices for insertion 
between the coils of an automobile spring for the purpose of preventing 
sag or to increase load carrying capacity. 
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19030 Lighters,   cigar, cigarette or pipe, electric,   or Lighter Elements, Retainers 
or Handles,   in boxes 

100 

19040 Mats,   floor, rubber, with mineral filler, see Note, item 19042, in packages 60 

19042 NOTE-Applies only when mineral filler constitutes not less than 60 percent 
by weight of the composition. 

 

19070 Mirrors,   rear view, with or without tubular metal mounting brackets 
attached, in boxes or Package 2191, subject to Item 170 and having a 
density in pounds per cubic foot of: 

 

Sub 1 Less than 4 250 

Sub 2 4 or greater 85 

   
19090 Ornaments,   engine radiator cap or hood, in boxes 85 

19095 Parts,   interior visor, steel,   viz.: 

Arms and Brackets; Frames; Pins;  In boxes 

77.5 

19097 Parts,   body, separate or combined with each other, see Note, item 18262, 
  viz.: Assemblies,   cowl top, steel; Assemblies,   hinge pillar, steel; 
Assemblies,   lower back, steel; Assemblies,   quarter and side panel, with 
or without wheelhouses, steel; Assemblies,   quarter panel, with or without 
wheelhouses, steel; Dashboards (Dashes),   steel; Panels,   instrument,   or  
Sections or Covers,   instrument panel; Panels,   rocker, steel; Pans,   floor, 
steel; Pans,   rear compartment, steel; Pillars,   center, steel; Roofs or 
Panels or Sections,   roof, exterior, steel; Shrouds,   steel; Wheelhouses,   
steel; 

 

Sub 1 In packages other than boxes or crates 250 

Sub 2 In boxes or crates 200 

   
19225 Pistons,   disc brake caliper, iron or steel, in boxes 60 

19230 Plates,   clutch diaphragm (clutch plate   Diaphragms or   clutch diaphragm   
Springs   ), steel, nested, see Note, item 19232, in boxes 

70 

19232 NOTE-Applies only when consisting of one piece of steel, requiring no 
additional forming or shaping operations prior to installation or assembly. 

 

19235 Plates,   spacer, automatic transmission valve body, iron or steel, in boxes 65 

19237 Racks or Stands,   repair van or service vehicle interior outfitting, steel, see 
Note, item 19238: 

 

Sub 1 SU, in boxes or crates 125 

Sub 2 KD flat, in packages 70 
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19240 Radiator Bug Screens,   in boxes 100 

19260 Radiator Guards or Shields,   motor truck, bar iron, flat, see Note, item 
19262, or KD flat 

65 

19262 NOTE-Class applies on flat articles only when the thickness of the 
completed guard or shield does not exceed the breadth of bars used to 
construct. 

 

19340 Rollers,   vehicle body, iron or steel, loose 70 

19400 Running Boards,   aluminum or steel, with or without splash guards, step 
plates or lights, in packages, having a density of 15 pounds or greater per 
cubic foot, see Note, item 19401 

70 

19401 NOTE-Density must be shown by shipper on shipping orders and bills of 
lading at time of shipment. If density is not shown and shipment is 
inadvertently accepted, class will initially be assessed under the provisions 
of item 18260, naming 'Running Boards, NOI.' Upon satisfactory proof of 
actual density, class will be adjusted accordingly. 

 

19470 Shackles,   with or without ball bearings, in boxes or drums 70 

19480 Shields, Guards or Flaps,   mud or fender, other than fender or wheel well 
side extensions, with or without metal fittings for attachment: 

 

Sub 1 Plastic, other than foam, cellular or expanded; or rubber, with or without 
fiber or fabric reinforcement; other than card mounted or blister packed, in 
packages 

60 

Sub 2 Stainless steel or rubber with fiber or fabric reinforcement, separate or 
combined, card mounted or blister packed, in boxes 

70 

Sub 3 NOI, in packages 85 

19490 Shields,   wheel, brake dust   (Dust Shields),   aluminum, in boxes 300 

19500 Shock Absorbers, including Strut Assemblies (Struts); or Parts thereof,   
rubber or steel; see Note, item 19501, in packages 

70 

19501 NOTE-Does not apply on air springs. For applicable provisions, see item 
177905, 'Air Springs.' 

 

19510 Shrouds,   fan, plastic or metal, in boxes 200 

19580 Spring Assemblies,   seat or seat back;   or Spring Assemblies and Seat or 
Seat Back Frames combined: 

 

Sub 1 SU, loose or in packages 200 

Sub 2 KD and completely disassembled, in packages 85 
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19600 Spring Clamps or Clips,   vibration reducing, in boxes or drums 70 

19640 Steering Arms,   steel, unfinished, in packages 70 

19660 Steering Gear Assemblies,   with steering wheels attached, in boxes, crates 
or drums 

100 

19670 Steering Gear Assemblies,   without steering wheels, in packages 85 

19690 Sticks,   oil measuring, engine or transmission, in packages 85 

19692 Supports or Mountings,   engine, body or transmission, iron or steel and 
rubber combined, in packages 

65 

19693 Supports or Mountings,   engine or transmission, NOI, iron or steel 55 

19695 Supports,   upholstery, consisting of one straight length of steel wire, ends 
formed or not formed, with or without paper covering, in packages 

60 

19700 Systems,   latch or lock operating, vacuum type or electric,   or Parts 
thereof,   in boxes, see Note, item 19702 

85 

19702 NOTE-Applies on articles comprising complete systems used in vacuum or 
electric operation of releasing or setting locks or latches of automobile 
doors, trunk, deck lids, or hoods; or on assemblies of parts for such 
systems; or on parts thereof, except vacuum tanks; or on vacuum tanks 
therefor in mixed shipment with other parts or assemblies providing the 
weight of tanks does not exceed 25 percent by weight of the other articles, 
assemblies or systems. 

 

19705 Systems,   suspension, NOI, freight truck or trailer, loose or in packages 70 

19840 Tops,   automobile, cloth or plastic-coated cloth, with or without plastic 
rear windows, without frames or structural members, see Note, item 
19842, in boxes 

100 

19842 NOTE-Also applies when package contains necessary installation 
equipment, such equipment not exceeding 5 percent of total weight of 
package. 

 

19860 Tops,   freight automobile body, steel frame collapsed, canvas covers 
folded, packed in boxes 

85 

19880 Tops,   freight automobile body, other than steel frame, cloth covers folded, 
with or without plastic windows or plastic screens, packed in boxes or 
crates 

100 

19900 Tops,   NOI, KD flat, wrapped or in boxes or crates 125 

19940 Transmissions or Clutches; or Parts thereof,   NOI; in boxes or crates 85 

19980 Ventilators,   motor vehicle or trailer roof, steel or steel and glass 100 
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combined, with or without brass or steel grills, in boxes or crates 

20000 Visors, Awnings, Blinds or Shades (Sunshades or Sunscreens),   exterior or 
interior, in boxes or crates, subject to Items 170 and 171 and having a 
density in pounds per cubic foot of: 

 

Sub 1 Less than 1 400 

Sub 2 1 but less than 2 300 

Sub 3 2 but less than 4 250 

Sub 4 4 but less than 6 150 

Sub 5 6 but less than 8 125 

Sub 6 8 but less than 10 100 

Sub 7 10 but less than 12 92.5 

Sub 8 12 but less than 15 85 

Sub 9 15 or greater 70 

20010 Wheelhouses,   plastic, travel trailer or recreational vehicle, nested, in 
packages 

200 

20020 Wheel Parts,   steel, see Notes, items 20021 and 20022,   viz.: 

Bases,   tire; Bands; Clamps,   rim; Discs; Felloes; Flanges; Flanges,   hub; 
Locks,   tire bead; Rims; Rings,   side or locking;  Wedges,   rim;  

In boxes 

60 

20021 NOTE-Provisions do not apply on assembled or one-piece automobile 
wheels. For provisions applicable to assembled or one-piece automobile 
wheels, see item 197592, 'Wheels, NOI, requiring or suitable for use with 
tires.' 

 

20022 NOTE-Provisions also apply on accompanying bolts, nuts or fasteners 
necessary for assembly or installation. 

 

20040 Windshield Frame Parts,   iron or steel, unfinished, in packages 85 

20080 Windshield or Visor Frames,   other than interior, iron or steel, in boxes or 
crates 

100 

20100 Windshields,   framed or with metal fittings, not bent, see Note, item 
20101, in boxes or crates 

85 

20101 NOTE-For provisions applicable when bent or without frames or metal 
fittings, see item 86560. 

 

20110 Windows,   bay or bubble;   or Sun Roofs,   glazed; in boxes or crates 110 

20120 Windows,   fabric top or side curtain, metal or rubber framed, in boxes 85 
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20140 Windows,   NOI, body, door, or ventilating, other than trailer windows, sun 
roofs, bay windows or bubble windows, in boxes 

85 

20210 Automobile Lifts, Ramps or Runways,   NOI:  

Sub 1 SU 250 

Sub 2 KD; or Parts thereof, NOI, in boxes or crates 70 

20220 Automobile Repair Creepers or Trays,   other than with primary body 
construction of plastic: 

 

Sub 1 SU, in packages 85 

Sub 2 Disassembled, see Note, item 20222, in boxes 70 

20222 NOTE-Applies on wooden repair creepers or trays with casters, headrest, 
supports and side rails removed from main body panel. 

 

20230 Automobile Ramps or Runways,   not exceeding 50 inches in length:  

Sub 1 SU 125 

Sub 2 SU, in boxes; with two ramps, one inverted over the other or with angle 
iron braces removed and two ramps nested, one within the other 

85 

Sub 3 SU, in packages of four; two ramps nested, one within the other and 
inverted over another nest of two 

70 

Sub 4 KD 60 

20240 Automobile Towing Poles 85 

20250 Automobile Towing Slings   , iron or steel, with rubber slings,   or Parts 
thereof,   NOI;   or Attachments,   towing vehicle, power operated finger 
wheel lifting type, see Note, item 20252; in boxes 

70 

 

 

 


